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Senior Recital:
Nick O'Brien, composition
A Night of Magic and Nostalgia
Ford Hall
Saturday, February 24th, 2018
7:00 pm
Program
Opening for a New Year 1'
2017
Matt Brockman, Mike Salamone, Mike Stern, trumpet
Andrea Dollinger, trombone
Louis Jannone, bass trombone
Songs from an Unwritten Musical ~25'
2016-18I. Overture/Waiting
II. Hello
III. It's All The Same
IV. Who Knows What's to Come
Alex Gutierrez, music director
Justin Albinder, director
Intermission
Bells Are Ringing - for chorus with
electronics
3'30"
text by Walt Whitman
2017
Raul Dominguez, conductor
Terra - Symphony in D Major for Orchestra and
Choir
~25'
text by Hesiod
2015-2017I. Terra
II. Mare
III. Caelis
IV. Terra Maxima
Kin Szeto, conductor
Shyala Jayasinghe, vocal soloist
This recital is in fulfillment of the degree B.M. in Composition. Nick O'Brien is
from the studio of Evis Sammoutis.
"Songs From an Unwritten Musical" actors, crew,
and musicians
Adam - Adam David MD/Piano - Alex Gutierrez
Lily - Lindsey Weissman Drums  - Jordan
   Sonderegger
Dancers  - Lydia Kelly &
   Colin McKechnie Electric bass - Matt Suffern
Director - Justin Albinder Violin - Matthew Barnard
Cello - Lizzie Carroll
"Bells are Ringing" chorus - conducted by Raul
Dominguez
Soprano Tenor
Victoria Garritt Simon Lee
Sarah Kieran Ben Monacelli
Alto Bass
Emily Dimitriou Caleb Bates
Julia Kucza Evan Sacco
Leandra Stirling Jeffrey Taylor
"Terra" orchestra and choir - conducted by Kin
Szeto
Flute Timpani Violin
Kathleen Barnes Will Hope* Matthew
Kevin Buff    Barnard*   
Claire Parks* Percussion Zoe Jenkins
Keeghan Liam Mazierski
Oboe    Fountain   Carina Sobel
Steven Katie McIreney Esther
   Bluestein*   Jordan    Witherell**/***   
Anton Popov    Sonderegger   Riho Yamaguchi
Clarinet Soprano Viola
Rebecca Butler Nora Bernaiche Simone Cartales
Griffin Charyn Christine Molly Crocker*
Erin Dowler*    DeNobile   Enaw Elonge
Victoria Garritt Max Li
Bassoon Shyala
Cynthia Becker*    Jayasinghe***   Cello
Caroline Mapes Jackie Scheiner Malachi Brown
Kelton Burnside
Horn Alto Nick Chai
Sarah Emily Dimitriou Maggie Chan
   Capobianco   Sarah Kieran Grace
Christian Nicole Wills    Dashnaw*/***   
   DeFreese   Michael Ziegler
Evan Morrison Tenor
Kayla Shuster* Ethan Beloin Contrabass
Matthew Matt Suffern
Trumpet    Coveney   Grace Wills*
Matt Brockman Simon Lee
Mike Salamone Jeffrey Taylor
Mike Stern* *principal
Bass **concertmaster
Trombone Cam Costello ***featured
Andrea Chris Davenport    soloist   
   Dollinger*   Kevin DeLisa
Matt Flores Andy O'Brien
Louis Jannone
Piano
Tuba Emily Ramonetti
Jonathan Aldave
